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Friedrich Herrmann Pottery 
1847 - 1917 

 

The earthenware pottery of Friedrich Herrmann1 was the longest single-owner operated pottery in 
Wisconsin (38 years). A close second was Conrad Langenberg’s in Franklin which ran for 37 years. He and 
his brothers Samuel and Christian built a pot shop on Johnson Street (now Highland Street) east of the 
river and then moved it west to Third Street in about 1857. He made pottery continuously from his 
arrival in Milwaukee in 1847 until his death in 1885. His son Albert ran the pottery for another 32 years 
until 1917. 

Friedrich was born in 1818 in the city of Bern, Switzerland. He immigrated to the U.S. in 1847, arriving in 
New York in June, then proceeded to Milwaukee.2 He was unmarried. His older siblings also came to 
Milwaukee - Christian (31), Samuel (33), and Elizabeth (35). 

Herrmann & Brothers Pottery - Johnson Street 

Friedrich and his brothers set up a pottery shop on the north side of Johnson Street between Market 
Street and Main Street soon after they arrived in 1847. Friedrich lived at the pottery. Coincidentally, 
Charles Hermann (unrelated to Friedrich) would set up a stoneware pottery nine years later two blocks 
west on Johnson Street. 

In 1847 there were at least two other earthenware potteries already operating in Milwaukee. Isaac 
Brazelton’s earthenware pottery was across the river a few blocks west on Chestnut Street (now 
McKinley Ave). Henry Nunnemacher had an earthenware pottery at Water and Buffalo Streets that 
opened in 1846. The Milwaukee Stone Ware Factory opened a year after the Herrmann & Brothers 
Pottery in 1848. 

The 1850 Census lists Friedrich, Christian and Samuel with occupations of “Pottery” living together in the 
First Ward probably at the pottery, each with a modest $200 in assets.3 

In March, 1851 Friedrich married Swiss-born Barbara Pervis of Milwaukee.4 The City Directory lists 
Friedrich as boarding with Samuel at the pottery that year. Friedrich is listed as “potter” while Samuel 
and Christian are listed as “of H. and Brothers”.5 

By 1858 Samuel had left the pottery and started a new pottery at Cherry and Fifteenth Streets. Soon 
after that, Christian left the pottery and opened a grocery store. Samuel passed away in 1860. 

Friedrich Herrmann Pottery - 480 Third Street 

By 1860, Friedrich moved to a new location at 480 Third Street and built a kiln and shop behind his 
home. The 1860 Census for Friedrich shows that he had four children – Lila (9), Albert (5), Bertha (2) and 
Anna (6 mos.)6 His fortunes had improved considerably. He reported $6,000 in real estate and $600 in 
personal assets compared to $200 in 1850. Two employees were living with them – Prussian potter 
Christian Dauffenbach and Swiss potter Ulrich Gordon.  
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Figure 1  Plat from 1858, shortly before Herrmann purchased a property at 480 3rd Street on the southwest corner of 3rd and 
Cherry Street.7 

No examples of pottery made by Hermann in the early years have yet been identified. Like most 
earthenware potters, Friedrich did not mark his wares, making attribution of earthenware pottery very 
difficult, especially given the large number of other earthenware potteries in the Milwaukee area 
operating in Milwaukee at the same time. 

The Products of Industry Schedule for the pottery in 1860 provides detailed information about the 
operation on Third Street.8  

Company name: Friedrich Herrmann Pottery 
Capital invested: $750 
Hands (employees): Three – each paid $20/month including room and board 
Inventory:  

$200 - Colours Glaze Varnish etc. 
$5 – Four thousand lbs. potter’s clay 
$180 - Ninety cords of wood 

Annual Revenue: $2,700  
Annual Product: 

$2,400 - 30,000 pieces Crocks Jugs Churns Jars Chamber [pots] & [etc.] 
$300 – 500 feet of drain tile 
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Flowerpots are conspicuously missing from the list of the wares Herrmann produced. Many 
earthenware potteries produced low-cost and often unglazed flowerpots, especially those competing 
with locally made salt-glazed stoneware. In 1859 an article in the local newspaper mentioned a display 
of “garden vases” by the Friedrich Herrmann Pottery, so we know they made them.9 

 

 

Figure 2  Friedrich Herrmann was granted a patent in 1872 for a mold press. The shape of the pot in the mold looks strikingly 
similar to the pots in Figure 4.10 
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In June 1872 Friedrich Herrmann was granted a patent for a machine for molding flowerpots and other 
pottery (Figure 2). It is a simple, handle operated press that used rotation and pressure the create pots 
in a single step. The patent was reissued in July 1881. The fact that he applied for a patent for the 
machine suggests that he intended to sell the machines to other potters. However, we found no 
evidence that he ever engaged in selling them. 

Many molded one-pint earthenware preserve jars have been found in recent years in the vicinity of the 
pottery in privy pits and by excavators digging foundations. The many jars found in the area of 17th and 
Brown streets, the fact that Herrmann had a patent for molding equipment, and the age of the jars are 
evidence supporting our hypothesis that Friedrich Herrmann’s pottery made them. 

One of these jars was found in an antique shop with an original paper label that helped identify the jar’s 
age and contents (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 3  Many pint earthenware jars like these were found in privy pits on the northwest side of Milwaukee over the years. All 
are molded with a flared or round lipped glazed inside and out with a brown or speckled glaze in a variety of colors. One turned 
up with a paper label the helped identify the age and purpose. The Cream City preserving works opened in 1880. They used the 
jars commecially for jelly products but the jars were probably also sold empty for general household uses. 

In 1885, while Albert was living with his father and working as a potter, Friedrich passed away from 
unknown causes. He was 67 years old at the time. 

Albert Herrmann Pottery – Brown Street 

In 1888 Albert married and moved from the pottery from 480 Third Street to Brown Street west of 17th. 
The pottery faced Brown Street. It was a two-story brick building with a rectangular kiln in the back of 
the building and a four-horsepower oil-fired engine in the basement for mixing clay. There was also a 
large shed in the back, probably for drying pottery before firing and finished wares. His home was on the 
west edge of the lot.   
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Albert operated this pottery for 29 years. He may have carried on the potting of his father’s product 
offerings for some time, but in later years it appears he focused on bake-oven tiles and other specialty 
items (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 4  Albert's pottery on 17th and Brown streets had a four-horsepower oil-fired engine for mixing clay in the basement, a 
rectangular kiln on the first floor, and a second floor plus outbuildings. He also had a home on the west edge of the lot. He 
operated the pottery at this location from 1888 to 1918.11 
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Figure 5  This is the return address on a mailing envelope from 1918. It identifies his main product as Bake-Oven Tiles.12 

Despite the 38 years of continuous operation, the only pottery attributable to Herrmann family 
potteries are the pots shown in Figure 4. This is because there were at least a dozen other earthenware 
potters making similar products that operated concurrently, and none of them bothered to mark their 
wares. In addition, the Milwaukee pottery site waster dumps are gone or inaccessible due to 
development.  

 

 
1 Friedrich Herrmann’s name was spelled differently in various publications including “Frederick”, “Frederich”, 
“Fred’k”, and “Hermann”, “Herman”, and “Herrman”. 
2 U.S. Naturalization Records (Indexed in World Archives Project) Certif. 1132 v. 5. 
3 1850 U.S. Census for Milwaukee, Ward 1. 
4 Marriage Certificate of Friedrich Herrmann and Barbara Pervis, March 12, 1851. 
5 Milwaukee City Directory 1851-2, published by Parsons and Van Slyck, p. 68. 
6 1860 U.S. Census for Milwaukee, Ward 1. 
7 Map of the County of Milwaukee published by Henry Francis Walling, New York: M.H. Tyler, 1858. 
8 1860 U.S. Census Products of Industry schedule. 
9 Milwaukee Daily Sentinel September 30, 1859. 
10 U.S. Patent Office – Patent 128,039. 
11 1894 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map. 
12 1918 Milwaukee City Directory. 


